Smart engineering makes the CBX32M air handler

EFFICIENT BY DESIGN

CBX32M | EFFICIENT, MULTI-POSITION AIR HANDLER

Quiet, energy-efficient performance for yearlong comfort
EFFICIENT COMFORT

The CBX32M is the ideal indoor component of your heat pump or air-conditioning system. It uses smart, high-quality components to provide efficient comfort all year long.

DIRECT-DRIVE MOTOR
The blower motor inside the CBX32M runs smoothly at higher speeds for an elevated level of comfort, with minimal energy waste.

ELECTRIC HEAT
This optional accessory is available to provide supplemental heat for added comfort.

QUIET PERFORMANCE

The blower compartment inside the CBX32M uses thick insulation to minimize operating sound. The design meets strict requirements for less than 2% air leakage from the unit.
HIGHLY FLEXIBLE

Multi-position configuration means your Lennox® Dealer can install the CBX32M virtually anywhere in your home, including the basement, attic or crawlspace.

RUGGED DESIGN

Like all Lennox products, the CBX32M goes through extensive testing under the most demanding operating and environmental conditions to ensure lasting reliability.

PEACE-OF-MIND PROTECTION

The CBX32M comes with a 5-year limited warranty on all covered components.*

*Covered components may be eligible to receive a 10-year limited warranty. Online equipment registration at www.lennoxregistration.com is required within 60 days of installation (except in California or Quebec) or Lennox’ base warranty will apply. Applies to residential applications only. See actual warranty certificate for details. Note: Due to Lennox’ ongoing commitment to quality, specifications and ratings are subject to change without notice.
EFFICIENT INNOVATION

Efficient comfort that's suited to almost any home

BUILD AN ELITE® SYSTEM
On its own, the CBX32M provides perfectly comfortable and efficient airflow throughout your home. Use it in conjunction with other Elite Series components, and you've got a home comfort system that's a cut above the rest. Impressive features. Stunning capabilities. Outstanding efficiency. That's Elite.

FINANCING YOUR COMFORT
Enjoy more comfort and purchasing power. Take advantage of flexible financing options that allow you to enjoy the innovation, precision and efficiency of Lennox on your terms.*

*Subject to credit approval. Minimum monthly payments required. See your Lennox Dealer for details.
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